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Abstract 

The paper deals with water supply of settlements in the Neretva delta, peninsula of Pelješac 
and the islands of Korčula and Lastovo. This water supply-system is named NPKL (Neretva, 
Pelješac, Korčula, Lastovo). Construction of the system was important especially for the the 
named peninsula and the islands since the water shortages were a great problem throughout the 
history. The system serves not only as a mean of water supply of the houses but also gives a 
predisposition for stronger economic development. The main goal of this paper is to analyze 
the very significance of this system for the development of settlements and economy in the 
zone of this region. The spatial consequences and economic development initiated by the 
system are of special interest of the paper. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Many Croatian islands for centuries were living 
with water shortages. That’s why the water 
supply was the first problem that was on the 
agenda after the end of the WWII, especially 
starting with the 1950s when tourists started 
visiting the islands in significant numbers. This 
problem wasn’t resolved totally and because of 
that Croatian government decided in May of 2002 
to invest aproximately 12,5 million euros in the 
development of islands and 1/3 of that amount 
goes to buildind of water-supply systems. This 
fact clearly shows the importance of water for the 
islanders, especially for tourist acivity since it is 
the most important branch of economy on 
Croatian islands. 

The peninsula of Pelješac and the islands of 
Korčula and Lastovo are parts of Croatia with 
very long history of water shortages and water-
supply problem. Just as the other parts of the 
Croatian littoral, they are constructed mostly of 
carbonate rocks and have meditteranean climate 
that is characterized with long summer droughts. 
Therefore, the peninsula and the islands do not 
have surface waterflows or lakes. Such natural 
elements have determined the constant water 
problem. Several water-sources were of local 
significance and most of them couldn’t secure the 
constant and secure water-supply.  

On the other side, the Neretva delta abounds 
with water. While the settlements of the peninsula 
of Pelješac and the islands of Korčula and 
Lastovo had problems with water shortages, the 
inhabitants of the delta lived with regular seasonal 
floods that were fatal for the local economy, 
based on agriculture.  

During the 1970s appeared an initiative for 
resolving the problem of water-supply of the 
peninsula of Pelješac and of the neighbouring 
islands.  

The increasing economic development of 
Croatian littoral, based on tourism, urged the final 
resolution of this problem. In 1979 began the 
realization of the regional water-supply system. 
The starting point of this crucial infrastructural 
project was the Neretva delta and its purpose was 
not supplying of Pelješac, Korčula and Lastovo 
with water, but also the resolving of the water-
supply problem of some settlements in the delta 
(Vučićević 1995). 

The water for the system comes from the 
source of the Norin river in Prud, a village near 
the town of Metković, the biggest settlement of 
the Neretva delta. This source is convenient for 
several reasons: the water quantity (4 000 l/s) is 
five times bigger than the total needs (that 
amounts 800 l/s), the clearity of water (the source 
muddles only during the intensive rainfalls) and 
the water temperature (11-16ºC) (Curić 1994). 
The main axis of the system, from Prud to the 
town of Korčula, was finished in 1986 and the 
further construction continued. The ratio of the 
water consumption during the winter and summer 
is 1:5 which means that the very needs for water 
are five times bigger during the tourist season. 

Great expectations were laid in the constru-
ction of the system because of its purpose was to 
serve as axis in the economic development of the 
named parts of Croatian littoral. The delta, 
together with the peninsula and the two islands 
were either agricultural or areas with the strong 
agricultural component in the local economy.  
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The water supply system was meant to initiate 
stronger tourist and industrial development that 
would lead to the socio-economic transformation 
of these areas. It was also supposed to become a 
role model for other Croatian islands that were 
characterized with economic underdevelopment. 

 
2. METHODS 
The methods used for the research of signifance 
of the NPKL water-supply system for the spatial 
relations could be divided into three sections.  

The first are based on analysis of the official 
statistical data. The comparison of number of 
tourist arrivals, tourist nights and tourist 
capacities is used in the period before the 
finishing of the major axis of the system (until 
1986) and after that (2000). Since tourism is the 
most important branch of economy on the 
peninsula of Pelješac, the island of Korčula and 
the littoral of the Neretva delta. The other statistic 
data weren’t analysed because the primal analysis 
showed that there is no correlation between the 
population development and the water-supplying. 

The second is a method of the field study that 
was incorporated during the research to improve 
the the knowledge about the researched area. This 
method was very important because it was the 
main source of information of significance of the 
system for transformation of life in the researched 
areas.  

The third is the method of interviewing that 
was conducted among the inhabitants of the area 
and the goal was to specify the signifiance of the 
system in everyday life and especially for the 
economic development.   

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The water-supply system didn’t have the same 
relevance for all of the researched areas. Of 
course, the system in itself isn’t the solution of 
numerous socio-economic problems, that are 
caused by the economic underdevelopment. The 
system is only a mean to that development since it 
gives predispositions for better valorization of 
this parts of the Croatian Littoral. 

 
3.1 The regional water-supply system and the 

economic development 
As it was pointed out, the regional water-supply 
system was also meant to be a crucial 
infrastructural project that was supposed to speed 
up the economic development, primarily in form 
of the tourist development. Although these parts 
of the Croatian Littoral used to have similar 
economic characteristics, their contemporary 
economic structure is not the same.  

Furthermore, the degree in which certain areas 
have used the water-supply system as a mean of 
economic (tourist) development also varies. 
Therefore, the system didn’t have the same 
impact and significance for the development of 
the Neretva delta, the peninsula of Pelješac and 
the island of Korčula (Figure 1). 

 
3.1.1 The Neretva delta 

Although the delta of Neretva is not primarily an 
agricultural area, agiculture is a very important 
source of income for the local comunnity. The 
political and economic changes that ocurred in the 
1990s (such as the break-up of the Yugoslavia 
and its 22-million market) led to the downfall of 
trade, traffic and industry, till those days the most 
important local activities.  

The construction of the water-supply system 
here was considered firstly as an infrastructural 
project. Only few littoral settlements have used 
the system as an instrument of economic (tourist) 
development. These few settlements of which 
Klek is the most important, have became the 
principal tourist destinations of the delta as soon 
as the second half of the 1980s. In 2000 Klek had 
the highest number of tourist arrivals in its history 
(8 654 arrivals) although during the 1970s it was 
reported higher number of tourist nights (up to 
100 575 tourist nights in 1978 compared to only 
65 082 in 2000). On the other side, the quality of 
service improved significantly since during the 
1980s many objects for tourists were biult in Klek 
(such as restaurants, disko-club, caffes). 
Improvement of tourist service resulted in higher 
incomes from tourism and established real tourist 
industry in the littoral part of the delta. Because 
of that Klek became the most important tourist 
destination in the delta region for Croatian 
tourists and also for foreign tourists. Building of 
weekend-houses also expanded, not only in Klek 
but in other settlements, such as Blace, Duboka 
and Komarna.  

On the other side, the abundance of water gives 
an important possibility for the industrial reviving 
of the delta since the industrial sector is the 
pricipal user of water (Riđanović 1993). Metković 
and Opuzen were the sites of several factories that 
were crucial for the local economy and that today 
do not function because of the wrong 
privatization politics.  

The delta region was well-known for the food 
processing industry that was using local 
agricultural products of high quality. Therefore, it 
can be said that industrial development depends 
of many factors and the water quantities is a 
significant one that gives advantage to the delta 
before other regions. 
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3.1.2 The island of Korčula and the peninsula of 
Pelješac  

The main purpose of the water-supply system 
construction was the tourist development of 
Korčula and partially of Pelješac.  

During the tourist economy peak in the other 
half of the 1980s, just as nowadays, the island of 
Korčula and the peninsula of Pelješac reached the 
highest proportions of tourism development 
(measured through the tourist arrivals and tourist 
nights). 

It is important to point out that only a part of 
the peninsula of Pelješac and the eastern part of 
the island of Korčula do have access to the water 
of the regional water-supply system.  

The biggest part of the tourist economy takes 
place in the settlements that lay upon the system 
route. Therefore, the most important destinations 
of Pelješac (Orebić and Trpanj with the nearby 
settlements) and of Korčula (the town of Korčula 
with the environments) now dispose with enough 
quantities of water for future tourist developing. 

Still, the difference between Pelješac and 
Korčula is in the economic structure. The 
peninsula of Pelješac is still an agricultural area 
with 18% of agrarian population while the island 
of Korčula has only 5% of agrarian population. 
Primarily agricultural direction of Pelješac led to 
a slower recuperation of tourist economy after the 
tourism revival in the second half of the 1990s. 

Opposite to Pelješac, Korčula is strongly 
oriented towards tourism, so the tourist figures 
are much better. For example tourist capacities 
have grown significantly in the 1985-2000 period: 
from 3 848 to 6810 tourist beds in the town of 
Korčula and from 1 673 to 2 248 in Lumbarda. 
The number of tourist arrivals in same period has 
also grown, from 48 786 up to 67 012 (in the 
town of Korčula) and from 9 128 to 9 983 (in 
Lumbarda). 

Further construction of the system on Pelješac 
and Korčula is in process. It is obvious that 
tourism will stay the most important source of 
income of the local population in decades to 
come. Because of that, the system is a crucial 
infrastructural predisposition of stronger tourist 
development. 

 

Figure 1: Regional water-supply system NPKL 
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3.1.3 The islands of Lastovo and Mljet 

The islands of Lastovo and Mljet still aren’t a part 
of the system. Currently, the works that will allow 
connecting to the system are in progress. Since 
these two islands also plan its future around 
tourism as a principal branch of economy, the 
resolving of the water-supplying problem is a 
question of economic growth. This is especially 
important in case of Mljet, the island with one of 
Croatian national parks. It is expected that the 
system will strongly influence further tourism 
development that will partially resolve the 
problem of underdevelopment. Although these 
islands are already recognized as tourist 
destinations, higher values of tourism indicators 
(such as number of tourist arrivals, tourist nights 
and tourist capacities) won’t be possible to reach 
without eliminating of the water-supply problem.  

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The regional water-supply system named 
Neretva-Pelješac-Korčula-Lastovo (NPKL) is a 
crucial infrastructural object in the southernmost 
part of the Croatian coast.  

The economic development of the mentioned 
littoral is based on tourism. After the construction 
of the system, the tourist figures rised sharply, 
especially during the second half of the 1980s. 
Tourism development continues especially in 
form of further growth of tourist capacities. 
Expanding of the system towards the other parts 
of the region will have a significant influence on 
the future tourism development especially since 
tourism is the main branch of economy in these 
areas. 
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